
KS1: Marvellous Me
Subject Specific Vocabulary 

The 

body

The human body is what holds you together. It is created with a head, neck, trunk

(stomach), arms and hands, legs and feet. All bodies are different shapes and sizes. 

Skeleto

n

The human skeleton is inside the human body. The skeleton is made up of around 270 

bones when a baby is born and then this goes down to 206 bones by the time you are 

an adult, because some bones fuse together.

Skin The skin protects and contains the other organs

Senses We have five senses that affect the human body, sight, hearing, taste, smell, or touch; 

sensations; feelings

Sight Your eyes let you see all the things around you.

Hearing Your ears let you listen to all the things around you. Your brain can tell what the different 

sounds are.

Touch Your skin gives you the sense of touch. You can tell something is warm, cold, rough or 

smooth without even looking at it.

Taste Your taste comes from your tongue. You might have some tastes that you like or dislike.

Smell You smell using your nose.

My body 

To stop illness and 
infection spreading, we 

must be hygienic and keep 
ourselves clean. Wash 

your hands!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_head
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neck
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trunk_(anatomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_leg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feet


New Vocabulary

safe        special     calm       belonging     rights    
responsibilities    Golden Rules        agreement 

rewards        proud         consequences           upset
disappointed       illustration     worries         hopes

fears           action           positive         negative    
choices       co-operate          problem solve

How are you 
feeling today?

My class and school

Being special

Feelings

Following the Golden 
Rules

I need to:
• Recognise when I feel 

worried and ask for help.
• Know who I can ask for help.
• Know I am a valued part of 

my class.
• Recognise the choices I make 

and understand their 
consequences.

• Follow the Golden Rules.


